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What’s New



Printing Units
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Printing Units

Managing surface and reverse printed packaging or labels poses a special challenge for service 
providers and converters because the printing order of inks is the inverse order of the PDF 
viewing separations

Esko is introducing the concept of printing units allowing you to manage only one file - no 
matter if you print the design surface or reverse

By adding printing unit information such as metadata, the file can now control the production 
flow like the behavior of Marks, mirroring the output or naming of output files without 
jeopardizing the viewing experience
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Printing Units

The new “printing 
units” column 

indicates the surface 
or reverse sequence

2

Set the initial 
printing unit 

numbering in the Ink 
Manager pull-down 

menu

1

Customize printing 
unit information to 

reflect special 
conditions like empty 

printing decks

3



boostX
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Add Bleed

Often packaging design artworks are being provided without the needed 
bleed for cutting

With boostX “Add Bleed” feature adding the necessary graphics becomes a 
matter of seconds



Dynamic Barcodes
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Dynamic Barcodes

Added a new GS1 Application Identifier: 4309

ITF-14, ITF-16, and UPC-SCS barcodes 
Size of the safe area has been optimised to follow the current barcode 
specification
Height limit of 31.75mm is no longer applied strictly when magnification 
is less than 100%

The Ratio of Laetus Pharma barcodes is no longer fixed to 3 but recalculated 
from the actual wide and warrow bar values.



Dynamic VDP
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Dynamic VDP

Support for Aztec code



PowerLayout Client
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PowerLayout Client

When working in PDF+ document mode you can now attach a grid to a grid



Automation Engine 
Connection
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New Workspace Dialogues

Launch Workflow now features integrated workflow parameters

Workflow 
parameters can be 
entered within the 
Launch Workflow 

dialogue 

The new Workspace 
Acitity monitor 
provides status 

feedback about jobs 
sent to Automaton 

Engine



Miscellaneous
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Images from Job Folder

You can now easily relink to images from Automation Engine SaaS job folders




